Into the Storm

RueAnn Boggs meets Charles Tolliver, a
handsome Brit with a secret job, and in the
course of twenty-four hours, RueAnn is
swept off her feet?seduced, wed, and then
left by dashing Charlie, who hastily departs
for an assignment in England. When weeks
go by and she hears nothing from her new
husband, RueAnn becomes determined to
find out if shes a wife in name only, and
she travels to London for answers. But
what she finds there is not at all what she
expectsSusan Blunt has spent her life
staying put, retreating into her books while
her vivacious twin sister, Sara, lives life to
the fullest. The start of the war hasnt
stopped vibrant Sara from collecting a
throng of beaus in uniform, including Paul
Overdone, an RAF pilot heading for the
front. When Sara pressures Susan into
switching places and going to a dance with
Paul, Susan reluctantly agrees. Little does
Susan know that a single night is more than
enough time to fall deeply in love with
Paul?who returns her ardor, even though he
thinks she is someone elseWhen the Blitz
begins and bombs start raining down on
London, both RueAnn and Susan must find
the strength and courage they never knew
they had in order to survive. They form a
friendship out of the citys ashes, one that
helps them weather the storm as they wait
for news from the front?from the men they
love, have lost, and hope desperately to
find once more.Set against the backdrop of
a remarkable era, Into the Storm brilliantly
explores relationships in wartime, when the
passion shared in just one day could sustain
love for a lifetime and the love borne of
one nights deception could become the
truth that saves a life.Lisa Bingham is a
master storyteller. ?AFFAIRE DE COEUR
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